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MEMORANDUM FOR: Robert L. Tedesco, Assistant Director for Licensing 
Division of Licensing 

FROM: Paul S. Check, Assistant Director for Plant- Systems 
Division of Systems Integration 

SUBJECT: ICSB REVIEWS FOR NTOL WESTINGHOUSE PLANTS 

The following Is an outline of the program to complete the ICSB review 
effort for the next four NTOL applications for Westinghouse plants which 
come after the Sumner and Con.anche Peak reviews. The plants, In the 
order of their review priority, are Watts Bar. Callaway (SNUPPS), Seabrook, 
and Byron. The steps to be taken are consistent with Mr. Denton's recent 
instructions to expedite and shorten the review schedule. In addition to 
the ICSB review effort for these four plants, laboratory programs are under
way to provide additional review assistance, primarily In the area of draw
ing reviews. The ICSB and laboratory reviewwill be closely coordinated.  

The basic steps In this program are: 

1. Issue review questions. 'TIjs efort "wTil be based upon an expedited 
review of Chapter 7 of the FSAR. The objective will be to identify ispecific quiietions •ind'areas of concern..which are to be the topics of 
further discussion and clarification with the applicant. We will re

. quest that applicants be prepared to discuss their response to the 
review questions in subsequent meetings rather than proceed to provide 
written responses. We believe that this will permit us to sharpen the 
focus on the issues and thus avoid the lengthy process of repeated 
question and answer transmittals. At the conclusion of the meeting 
we will establish the appropriate action to be taken on each item.  
Possible courses of action would be to (1) revise the FSAR to pro
vide the required clarifications, (2) provide a formal response to 
the question or (3) document the resolution In staff meeting notes, 
or (4) staff may Issue a position on the concern.  

2. Orientation Meeting. A one day orientation meeting would be held 
with the applicant in Bethesda about two weeks after the submittal 
of review questions. The purpose of this meeting would be to establish 
the schedule for the meeting dates and to outline the objectives of 
the review process. We would not expect to discuss the technical 
detail of the review questions, however we would attempt to assign 
priorities and schedules for addressing each item. Also we would 
establish contacts such that any subsequent additional questions 
could be factored into the review process.  
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3. NSSS System Review Meeting. This meeting would cover a span of 
three to five days and would concentrate on the applicant's re
'sponse to questions and concerns related to the NSSS design.  
This meeting would not be a design review along the lines that 
have been conducted by the Palo Verde applicant (independent 
design review' but rather as a staff review meeting to have the 
applicant respond to staff concerns. This meeting would address 
interfaces between the NSSS and BOP plant design.  

4. BOP System Review Meeting. This would parallel the effort noted 
for the NSSS system review meeting. The meeting would cover a 
span of three to five days.  

5. Site Visit. A site visit would follow the format for site visits 
- as noted in Chapter 7 of the Standard Review Plan. - ....  

6. Open Item Resolution Meeting. This meeting would cover a span of 
three to five days and would be used to resolve as many open items 
carried over from the NSSS and BOP review meetings as possible.  

7. Draft SER Issue. A safety evaluation report would be issued to DOL.  
Any open items will be noted and addressed in the SSER.  

8. Draft SSER Issue. The SSER will'address all open items remaining 
from the SER.  

Attached are 'ent"ative schedules for the reyiew.of these plants which 
address each of the above items. Please confirm that each applicant 
will work towards being responsive to these schedules. We would suggest 
that the applicants be given the'schedule for these four plants and 
the opportunity to send observers to the meetings that preceed their 
schedule so that they may be better prepared when their time comes up.  

Paul S. Check, Assistant Director 
for Plant Systems 

Division of Systems Integration 

cc w/enclosure: 
R. Mattson 
A. Schwencer 
B. Youngblood 
C. Moon 
S. Black 
R. Auluck 
A. Dromerick 
F. Rosa 
T. Spels 
0. Parr 
M. Srinivasan 
T. Dunning 
A. Ungaro 
R. Fitzpatrick 
ICSB Members
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APR 1 2 1984

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DISTRIBUTION: 
Docket File 
ICSB R/F 
,F. Burrows (PF)(2) 
T. Dunning 
F. Rosa 
Vogtle S/F

Elinor Adensam, Chief, Licensing Branch 14 
Division of Licensing 

Faust Rosa. Chief. Instrumentation & Control Systems Branch 

Division of Systems Integration 

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND AGENDA ITEMS 

FOR MEETING WITH VOGTLE UNITS 1&2 APPLICANT

Plant Name: Vogtle. Units 1&2 
Docket Nos.: 50-4Z4/425 
Licensing Status: OL 
Responsible Branch: LB 04 
Project Manager: M. Miller 
Review Branch: ICSB 
Review Status: Incomrlete 

In our memorandum to you dated January 4, 1984, we stated that the ICSB 

review for Vogtle 1&2 will use meeting discussions to resolve our concerns.  

Attachment 1 is a list of items which ICSB would like to discuss with the 

applicant. The applicant should be prepared to use detailed instrument, 

control and fluid system schematic drawings to explain system 
designs and 

to provide verification that design bases and regulatory criteria are met.  

Attachment 2 is a list of fomal questions that relate to 
IE Bulletin con

cerns. We request that a written response be provided for these questions.  

Additional written responses may be required for some items In Attachment 1 

after meting discussions.  

We request that the Project Manager arrange the review meetings to resolve 

these concerns for the last week in August 1984 as previously agreed to.

*Original Signed By: 
Pnaust Rosa"

Enclosures: 
As stated

Faust Rosa, Chief 
Instrumentation & Control Systems Branch 
Division of Systems Integration

cc: R. Mattson 
R.W. Houston 
T. Novak 
M. Killer 

Contact: 
F. Burrows. ICSB
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ATTACHMENT 1 

QUESTIONS FOR MEETING(S) WITH APPLICANT 
ON VOGTLE UNITS 1 AND 2 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS 

Following is a list of items for discussion at meetings with the applicant to 

provide the NRC staff with information required to understand the design bases 

and design implementation for the instrumentation and control systems for 

Vogtle Units 1 and 2. The applicant should be prepared to use detailed instru

ment, control, and fluid system drawings at the meetings in explaining system 

designs and to provide verification that design bases and regulatory criteria 

are met.  

1. Identify any plant safety related system or portion thereof, for which 

(7.1) the design is incomplete at this time.  

2. As called for in Section 7.1 of the Standard Review Plan, provide 

(7.1) information as to how your design conforms with the following TMI 

Action Plan Items as described in NUREG-0737: 

(a) II.D.3 - Relief and Safety Valve Position Indication 

(b) II.F.1 - Accident Monitoring Instrumentation (Subpart 4) 

(c) II.K.3.10 - Proposed Anticipatory Trip Modification 

3. Provide a brief overview of the plant electrical distribution system, 

(7.1) with emphasis on vital buses and separation divisions, as background 

for addressing various Chapter 7 concerns.  

4. Describe design criteria and tests performed on the isolation devices 

(7.1) in the Balance of Plant Systems. Address results of analysis or tests
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performed to demonstrate proper isolation between separation groups 

and between safety and non-safety systems.  

5. Describe features of the Vogtle Units 1 & 2 environmental control sys

(7.1) ten which insure that instrumentation sensing and sampling lines for 

systems important to safety are protected from freezing during extreme

ly cold weather. Discuss the use of environmental monitoring and alarm 

systems to prevent loss of, or damage to systems important to safety 

upon failure of the environmental control system. Discuss electrical 

independence of the environenmental control and monitoring system 

ci rcuits.  

6. Provide a list of any non-Class 1E cc-t7ol signals that provide input 

(7.1) to class 1E control circuits.  

7. Identify where microprocessors, multiplexers, or computer systems 

(7.1) are used in or interface with safety-related systems. Also identi

fy any "first-of-a-kind" instruments used for safety-related systems.  

8. We request that the setpoint methodology for each Reactor Protection 

(7.1) System (RPS) and Engineered Safeguards Features (ESF) trip setpoint 

values be provided for both NSSS and BOP scope of supply at the time 

the Technical Specifications are submitted for review.
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9. Identify any Balance of Plant scope safety related e H.i.,aent (other 

(7.1) than those listed in Section 7.1.2.5 of the F,;.I) that cannot be 

tested during reactor operation. Include -uxili-v ,-lays or other 

components in the safety-related systems.  

10. Discuss the following: 

(7.1) (a) Response time testing of BOP and NSSS protection systems using 

the design criteria described in position C.5 of R.G. 1.118 and 

Section 6.3.4 of IEEE 338.  

(b) Identify any temporary j'_,oer wires or test instrumentation which 

will be used. Provide further discussion to describe how the 

test procedures for the protection systems conform to R.G. 1.118 

position C.6.  

(c) Typical response time test methods for pressure and temperature 

sensors.  

11. Using detailed plant design drawings, discuss the reactor trip 

(7.2) breaker and undervoltage relay testing procedures, and the capa

bility of independent verification of the operability of reactor 

trip breaker shunt and undervoltage coils.
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12. Describe the steam generator level instrumentation. Identify the 

(7.2) Instrument channel used for protection functions and the control 
(7.3) 

functions. Address the control and protection interaction con

formance to Section 4.7 of IEEE Std. 279-1971 and the use of the 

selector switch in steam generator level input shown in FSAR 

Figure 7.2.1-1 (Sheet 13).  

13. Using detailed schematics, clescribe the design of pressurizer PORV 

(7.2) control and the block valve control, and verify that no single 
(7.6) 

failure will preclude the automatic actuation logic for all modes 

of operation.  

14. The information in Section 7.2.1.1.2 for "Reactor Trip on a Turbine 

(7.2) Trip" is insufficient. Please provide further design bases dis

cussion on this subject, per BTP ICSB 26 requirements. As a minimum 

you should: 

(1) Using detailed drawings, describe the routing and separation 

for this trip circuitry from the sensor in the turbine building 

to the final actuation in the reactor trip system (RTS).
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(2) Discuss how the routing within the non-seismic Category 1 

turbine building is such that the effects of credible faults 

or failures in this area on these circuits will not challenge 

the reactor trip system and thus degrade the RTS performance.  

This should include a discussion of isolation devices.  

(3) Describe the power supply arrangement for the reactor trip 

on turbine trip circuitry.  

(4) Discuss the testing planned for the reactor trip on turbine 

trip circuitry.  

(5) Discuss seismic qualification of the sensors.  

Identify other sensors or circ-ilts used j provide input signals to 

the other protection systems which are located or routed through 

non-seismically qualified structures. This should include sensors 

or circuits providing input for reactor trip, emergency safeguards 

equipment such as the auxiliary feedwater system, and safety grade 

interlocks. Verification should be provided that the sensors and 

circuits meet IEEE-279 and are seismically and environmientally 

qualified. Testing or analyses performed to insure that failures 

of non-seismic structures, mountings, etc. will riot cause failures 

which could interfere with the operation of any other portion of 

the protection system should be discussed.
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15. Identify where instrument sensors or transmitters supplyins in

(7.2) formation to more than one protection channel are located in a 
(7.3) 

common instrument line or connected to a common instrumlent tap.  

The intent of this item is to verify that a single failure in a 

commnon instrument line or tap (such as break or blockage) cannot 

defeat required protection system redundancy. Include a discus

sion of the pressurizer pressure transmitters mentioned in the 

second paragraph on page 7.2.1-6 and the fifth paragraph on page 

7.2.2-19 of the PSAR.  

16. Provide specific values for the P-6, P-9, and P-13 interlocks.  

(7.2) 

17. Discuss the method of redundantly tripping the turbine following 

(7.2) receipt of reactor protection signals requiring turbine trip.  

18. Table 7.2.1-1 of the FSAR shows a 1/4 logic entry for reactor 

(7.2) trip on low reactor coolant flow. Please discuss.  

19. As discussed in Section 7.2.2.3.1 of the FSAR, an isolated output 

(7.2) signal from protection system channels is provided for automatic 

rod control. Discuss how this signal is derived. Discuss what 

steps, if any, are taken to prevent unnecessary control action 

during testing of protection systeiA channels with a test source.  

20. Discuss surveillance of the RTD bypass loop flow indications.  

(7.2) Confirm that technical specifications will include surveillance 

requirements for these indications.
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21. Recent review of Waterford revealed heaters were used to control 

(7.2) temperature and humidity within insulated cabinets housing 

electrical transmitters that provide inputs to the RPS. These 

heaters were unqualified and concern was raised that heater 

failure could cause transmitter degradation. Please address 

any similar Installations at Vogtle Units H&2. If heaters 

are used, describe design criteria.  

22. Address the conflicts between the logic for the reactor coolant 

(7.2) pump undervoltage and underfrequency trips described in Table 

7.2-1-1 of the FSAR and that shown in Figure 7.2.1-1 (Sheet 5).  

23. Using detailed plant design drawings, discuss the control room 

(7.3) essential HVAC system.  

24. Using detailed plant design drawings, discuss the containment auto

(7.3) matic isolation system.  

25. Using detailed logic and schematic diagrams, describe the combusti

(7.3) ble gas control system initiating circuits, bypasses, interlocks 

and functional testing.  

26. Using detailed system schematics, describe the sequence for auto

(7.3) matic initiation, operation, reset, and control of the auxiliary 
(7.4) 

feedwater system. The following should be included in the dis

cussi on:
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a) the effects of all switch positions on system operation, 

b) the effects of single power supply failures including the 

effect of a power supply failure on auxiliary feedwater 

control after automatic initiation circuits have been 

reset in a post accident sequence.  

c) any bypasses within the system including the means by which 

it is insured that the bypasses are removed.  

d) initiation and annunciation of any interlocks or automatic 

isolations that could degrade system capability.  

e) the safety classification and design criteria for any air 

systems required by the auxiliary feedwater system. This 

should include the design bases for the capacity of air re

servoirs required for system operation.  

f) design features provided to terminate auxiliary feedwater 

flow to a steam generator affected by either a steam line 

or feed line break.  

g) system features associated with shutdown from outside the 

control room.  

27. Section 7.3.1.1.1.1 of the FSAR does not include the turbine

(7.3) driven auxiliary feedwater pump as relying on ESFAS initiation.  

Please discuss.  

28. Using detailed plant design drawings, illustrate that the com

(7.3) ponents in the auxiliary feedwater turbine-driven pump fluid 
(-7.4) 

paths are totally independent from AC power sources. Discuss 

the capability to control or terminate auxiliary feedwater flow 

under a loss of AC power event.
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29. Discuss the water sources of the auxiliary feedwater system and 

(7.3) the capability to transfer one source to the other.  
(7.4) 

30. For main steam and feedwater line valve actuation, describe control 

(7.3) circuits for isolation valves and include automatic, manual and test 

features. Indicate whether any valve can be manually operated and 

indicate specific interfaces with the safety system electrical 

circuits.  

31. Using detailed schematics, describe the operation of the containment 

(7.3) heat removal system initiating circuits, bypasses, interlocks and 

functional testing.  

32. Using logic and schematic diagrams, describe the safety injection 

(7.3) system initiating circuits, bypasses, interlocks and functional 

testing.  

33. Using logic and schematic diagrams, describe the AC emergency power 

(7.3) system (diesel generators and sequencer), initiating circuits, bypasses, 

interlocks and functional testing.  

34. As discussed in Section 5.4.15.2 of the FSAR, the reactor vessel head 

(7.3) vent system consists of two parallel flow paths with redundant isola

tion valves in each flow path. Discuss operation of this system from 

the control room. Since the redundant valves are powered from the same 

vital power supply, discuss what measures (separation, grounded shield 

leads, etc.) are used to satisfy Item A(8) of lI.B.1 of NUREG-U737.
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35. Using detailed drawings, describe the ventilation systems used to 

(1.3) support engineered safety features areas including areas contain

ing systems required for safe shutdown. Discuss the design bases 

for these systems including redundancy, testability, etc.  

36. Using detailed electrical schematics and piping diagrams, discuss 

(7.3) the automatic and manual operation and control of the station ser

vice cooling water system and the component cooling water system.  

Discuss the interlocks, automatic switchover, testability, single 

failure, channel independence, indication of operability, and the 

isolation functions.  

31. Identify any pneumatically operated valves in the ESF system. Us

(7.3) ing detailed schematics, describe their operation on loss of instru

ment air system.  

38. Discuss the testing provision in the engineered safety feature 

(7.3) P-4 interlocks.  

39. On May 21, 1981, Westinghouse notified the Commnission of a po

(7.3) tentially adverse control and protection system interaction where

by a single random failure in the volume control tank (YCT) level 

control system could lead to a loss of redundancy in the safety 

injection system for certain Westinghouse plants. Discuss the 

YCT level control system in the Vogtle Unit 11 2 design.
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40. Confi rm that the BOP interface requirements specified in WCAP-8760, 

(7.3) "Failure Mode and Effects Analysis of the Engineered Safety Features 

Actuation System,"m have been met and include a statement in the FSAR 

to that effect.  

41. On August 6, 1982, Westinghouse notified the staff of a potential 

(7.3) undetectable failure in online test circuitry for the master relays 

in the engineered safeguards systems. The undetectable failure in

volves the output (slave) relay continuity proving lamps and their 

associated shunts provided by test pushbuttons. If after testing, 

a shunt is not provided for any proving lamp because of a switch 

contact failure, any subsequent safeguards actuation could cause 

the lunmp to burn open before its associated slave relay is ener

gized. This would then prevent actuation of any associated safe

guards devices on that slave relay. Until an acceptable circuit 

modification is designed, Westinghouse has provided test procedures 

that ensure that the slave relay circuits operate normally when 

testing of the master relays is completed. Discuss this issue as 

applied to Vogtle Units 1 and 2.  

42. Use plant design drawings to discuss the main steam power operated 

(7.4) relief valve control scheme. Is this a safety grade system?
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43. Describe the capability of achieving hot and cold shutdown from 

(7.4) outside the control room. As a minimum, provide the following 

information: 

a) Location of transfer switches and remote control stations 

(include layou~t drawings, etc.) 

b) Design criteria for the remote control station equipment 

including transfer switches.  

c) Description of distinct control features to both restrict 

and to assure access, when necessary, to the displays and 

controls located outside the control room.  

d) Discusr the testing to be performed during plant operation 

to verify tl'; capability of maintaining the plant in a safe 

shutdown conditioc. from outside the control room.  

e) Description of isolation, separation and transfer/override 

provisions. This should include the design basis for preven

ting electrical interaction between the control room and re

mote shutdown equipment.  

f) Description of any communication systems required to coordi

nate operator actions, including redundancy and separation.  

g) Description of control room annunciation of remote control or 

overridden status of devices under local control.
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h) Means for ensuring that cold shutdown can be accomplished.  

1) Discuss the separation arrangement between safety related and 

non-safety related instrumentation on the auxiliary shutdown 

panel.  

44. Using detailed plant design drawings (schematics), discuss the 

(7.5) design pertaining to bypassed and inoperable status indication.  

As a minimum, provide the information to describe: 

1) The design philosophy used in the selection of equipment/ 

systemis to be monitored.  

2) Justification for not providing bypass and inoperable status 

indication in accordance with position B2 of ICSB Branch 

Technical Position No. 21 for the fuel handling building ESF 

HVAC system as stated in Section 7.5.5.3 of the FSAR.  

The design philosophy should describe as a minimum the criteria 

to be employed in the display of inter-relationships and dependen

cies on equipment/systens and should insure that bypassing or de

liberately induced inoperability of any auxiliary or support system 

will automatically indicate all safety systems affected.
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45. Use schematic and layout drawings to discuss the physical separa

(7.5) tion and wiring for redundant safety related instruments on the 

main control board.  

46. Provide a discussion (using detailed drawings) on the residual 

(7.6) heat removal (RHR) system as it pertains to Branch Technical 

Positions ICSB 3 and RSB 5-1 requirements. Specifically, address 

the following as a minimum: 

a) Testing of the RHR isolation valves as required by Branch 

Position E. of BTP RSB 5-1.  

b) Capability of operating the RHR from the control room with 

either onsite or only offsite power available as required 

by Position A.3 of BTP RSB 5-1. This should include a 

discussion of how the RHR system can perform its function 

assuming a single failure.  

c) Describe any operator action required outside the control 

room after a single failure has occurred and justify.  

47. Identify points (other than RHR) of interface between the 

(7.6) Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and other systems whose design 

pressure is less than that of the RCS. For each such interface, 

discuss the degree of conformance to the requirements of Branch 

Technical Position ICSB No. 3. Also discuss how the associated 

interlock circuitry conforms to the requirements of IEEE Standard 

279. The discussion should include illustrations from applicable 

drawl ngs.
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48. Using detailed system schematics, describe the power distribution 

(7.6) for the accumulator valves and associated interlocks and controls 

including position indication in the control room and bypass indi

cator light arrangement. Discuss conformance to the requirements 

of Branch Technical Position ICSB No. 4.  

49. Discuss interlocks for RCS pressure control during low temperature 

(7.6) operation.  

50. Describe the automatic and manual design features permitting switch

(7.6) over from the injection to the recirculation mode of emergency core 

cooling, including protection logic, component bypasses and overrides, 

parameter monitored and controlled, and test capabilities.



ATTACHMENT 2 

ICSB QUESTIONS ON VOGTLE UNITS 182 

420.2 Provide response to IE Buletin 79-27 concerns.  

(7.5) (An event requiring operator action concurrent with failure of important 

instrumentation upon which these operator actions should be based.) 

420.3 Provide response to IE Bulletin 80-06 concerns.  

(7.3) (Potential design deficiencies in bypass. override, and reset circuits 

of engineered safety features.) 

420.4 Provide response to IE Information Notice 79-22 concerns.  

(7.7) (Control system malfunction due to a high energy line break inside 

or outside of containment.) 

420.5 Provide response to IE Bulletin 79-21 concerns.  

(7.3) (Level measurement errors due to environmental temperatures effects on 

level instrument reference legs.) 

420.6 Control System Failure concerns.  

(7.7) The analyses reported in Chapter 15 of the FSAR are intended to 

demonstrate the adequacy of safety systems in mitigating anticipated 

operational occurrences and accidents.  

Based on the conservative assumptions made in defining these design

- basis events and the detailed review of the analyses by the staff, it 

is likely that they adequately bound the consequences, of single control 

systen failures.
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To provide assurance that the design basis event analyses ade

quately bound other more fundamental credible failures, you are 

requested to provide the following information: 

(a) Identify those control systems whose failure or malfunction 

could seriously impact plent safety.  

(b) Indicate which, if any, of the control systems identified in 

(a) receive power from cosunn power sources. The power 

sources considered should include all power sources whose 

failure or malfunction could lead to failure or malfunction of 

more than one control system and should extend to the effects 

of cascading power losses due to the failure of higher level 

distribution panels and load centers.  

(c) Indicate which, if any, of the control systems identified in 

(a) receive input signals from conmmon sensors. The sensors 

considered should include, but should not necessarily be 

limited to, common hydraulic headers or impulse lines feeding 

pressure, temperature, level or other signals to two or more 

control systems.  

(d) Provide justification that any simultaneous malfunctions of 

the control systems identified in (b) and (c) resulting from 

failures or malfw'.ctions of the applicable commnon power source 

or su'sor are bounded by the analyses in Chapter 15 and would 

not require action or response beyond the capability of 

operators or safety systems.
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Wr. Wayne Kerr -2- October 25, 1978 

Wayne, I appreciate you contacting me about this. I realize we had 
a full day and it just wasn't time enough to cover everything.  

Should you have further questions about this, please contact me.  

Very truly yours, 

Heyward G. Shealy, Chief 
Bureau of Radiological Health 

HGS:bo 

cc: Mr. Robert Ryan 
Mr. Shelly Schwartz

• * ° •



SPENT FUEL STORAGE 

In the United States most storage of spent fuel occurs in nuclear 
reactor basins. Excess fuel may be stored in independent spent fuel 
storage installatior,s (ISFSI) collocated on the reactor site or at 
away-from-reactor storage installations.  

Storage in Reactor Basins 

Storage at spent fuel storage basins which are an integral part of a 
reactor facility is covered by the requirements of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission's (NRC) 10 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 
Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities." 

Obtaining an NRC construction permit--or a limited work authorization 
pending a decision on issuance of a construction permit--is the first 
objective of a utility or other company seeking to construct and 
operate a nuclear power reactor or other nuclear facility under NRC 
regulation 10 CFR Part 50. The process is set in motion with the filing 
and acceptance of the application, generally comprising material covering 
both safety and environmental factors, in accordance with NRC requirements 
and guidance. The second phase consists of safety, environmental, safe
guards, and antitrust reviews undertaken by the NRC staff. Third, a 
safety review is conducted by the independent Advisory Committee on 
Reactor Safeguards (ACRS); this review is required by law. Fourth, 
a mandatory public hearing is conducted by a three-man Atomic Safety 
and Licensing Board (ASLB), which then makes an initial decision as to 
whether the permit should be granted. This decision is subject to appeal 
to an Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board (ASLAB), and could ultimately go 

to the Cominissioners for final NRC decision. The law provides for appeal 
beyond the Commission in the Federal courts.  

In appropriate cases, NRC may grant a Limited Work Authorization to an 
applicant in advance of the final decision on the construction permit in 
order to allow certain work to begin at the site, saving as much as seven 
monthl time. The authorization will not be given, however, until NRC 
staff :,ave completed environmental impact and site suitability reviews and 
the appointed ASLB has conducted a public hearing on environmental impact 
and site suitability with a favorable finding. To enable the staff and 
licensing board to make these safety determinations, the applicant must submit 
the environmental portion of the application early.
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When a plant is nearing completion, the applicant must go through 
virtually the same process to obtain an operating license as to obtain 
a construction permit. The application is filed, NRC staff and the 
ACRS review it, a Safety Evaluation Report and an updated Environmental 
Statement are issued. A public hearing is not mandatory at this stage, 
but one may be held if requested by affected members of the public or 
at the initiative of the Commission. Each license for operation of a 

nuclear reactor contains technical specifications which set forth the 
particular safety and environmental protection measures to be imposed 
upon the facility and the conditions that must be met for the facility 
to operate. Once licensed, a nuclear facility remains under NRC 
surveillance and undergoes periodic inspections throughout its operating 
life. In cases where the NRC finds that substantial, additional protection 
is necessary for the public health and safety or the common defense and 
security, the NRC may require "backfitting" of a licensed plant, that is, 
the addition, elimination or modification of structures, systems or 
components of the plant.  

Storage at ISFSI 

Storage at an ISFSI whether on a reactor site or a dedicated site in 

the US is presently licensed pursuant to 10 CFR Part 70, "Special Nuclear 

Material." Licensing guidance is provided by means of Regulatory Guides.  

Currently, three guides are in existance: 3.24.1, "Standard Format and 

Content of License Applications for the Storage of Spent Fuel in an 
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) (Water Basin Type);" 

3.24.2, "Guidance on the Siting of an Independent Spent Fuel Storage 
Installation (ISFSI) (Water Basin Type);" and 3.24.3, "Guidance on the 

Design of an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) (Water 
Basin Type)." A new rule specifically addressing ISFSI has been issueJ 

for public comment by the NRC (10 CFR Part 72). This proposed rule, if 

adopted, is not expected to become effective before the latter part of 1979.  

A Safety Analysis Report (SAR) and Environn.2ntal Report (ER) are submitted 

to NIRC as part of the application for a Part 70 license to store spent fuel 
in an ISFSI.  

The submitted SAR and ER are examined for completeness, docketed, and the 

license review is initiated. The staff reviews both technical reports 

and issues a Draft Environmental Statement (DES) and a Safety Evaluation 
Report (SER). Any outstanding items in these reviews must be resolved 

satisfactorily. When this is accomplished a Final Envirori.,iental Statement 
(FES) and a supplemental SER including staff evaluations are issued.  
If these evaluations are positive and if no contentions requiring public 
hearinUs are raised, the Director of the Office of Nuclear Material 
Safety and Safeguards decides, in accordance with 5 70.23 "Requirements 
for the Approval of Application" pursuant to 10 CFR Part 51, "Licensing 

and Regulatory Policy and Procedures for Environmental Protection," 
whether or not a license should be issued for the construction of the 
installation and authorization for possession of the spent fuel.



Should .on-itions by intervenors require hearings, a board is convened 

and its decision is then forwarded to the Director for final resolution 

similar to the procedure noted above.  

Such a license may include specific limitations to assure that 

construction and preoperational testing are completed in accordance 

with the design and procedures submitted to the NRC. Appropriate 
safety dnd environmental protection measures for both construction 
and operation may be included In the license. Once licensed, the 

ISFSI license will remain under NRC surveillance and wil undergo 

periodic inspections throughout construction and operation. Satisfactory 
completion of construction and p-eoperational testing will be required 
to satisfy the specific license conditions and may result in removal 

of procedural restrictions barring storage of spent fuel until these 

conditions have been met and verified.  

While the sequence delineated above is in accordance with the present 
regulation 10 CFR Part 70 applicable to ISFSI, it is expected that 
10 CFR Part 72, will, when adopted, result in essentially the same 

process.


